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Detergent for stone 

ACRON AB 
Features 

● Removes dirt, tar, smear, and the other stains (such as beer, soy sauce, coffee etc) on the surface 
of all types of stone. 

● Removes dirt and moss. 

Applications 

● Natural stone such as marble, granite, limestone, travertine, terrazzo, sandstone and etc 

● Ceramic tile, porcelain tile & grout  

● Masonry & concrete 

Direction for removal of dirt and soil 

1. Mask off and protect any metals, baseboards or adjacent areas to avoid splashing, dripping, and 

avoid apply onto surfaces not intended to be cleaned.  

2. Make sure to remove dust and sand of the surface with brooms and dry and free of waxes 

beforehand.  

3. Mix ACRON A and ARCRON B 1 to 1. Use Mixed ACRON AB undiluted solution to dilute five times 

with water. Apply mixed ACRON AB with brush and agitate with a scrub brush.  

*For heavy dirt and soil, use undiluted solution to dilute 5(five) times with water. 

*For daily maintenance, use dilute 10(ten) times to dilute 20(twenty) times with water. 

*Use white or red pad for polished surface it to using floor polisher. 

*In the case of using floor polisher, please use white or a pad for polished stones. 

4. For heavy dirt and soil, apply mixed ACRON AB with brush then put paper towel and cover with 

plastic wrap on top. Allow 30 minutes to penetrate. 

5. Rinse area well with clean water and wipe dry. Thoroughly rinse all metal surfaces with clean 

water. 

6. Wipe up with a clean dry towel, sponge or mop. 

7. If stain is not completely gone after drying, repeat process.  

DO NOT LEAVE ACRON AB ON THE SURFACE LONG TIME. WILL ETCH OR CORRODE SURFACE.  

Coverage : 5～10 ㎡/ℓ 
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Caution 

1. Read MSDS carefully and ensure that the area is well-ventilated during application. 

2. Make sure ACRON AB is suitable for your specific purpose conditions and applications before 

use. Always test in a small inconspicuous area to determine ease of use and desired results.   

3. ACRON A is including 35% of Hydrogen Peroxide. Be careful to handle. Please do not handle it 

barehanded. Wear the eye shield, the protective glove, and the apron, etc. when you work. 

4. Clean and rinse towel/brush with water. 

5. When it stuck the surface of metal surfaces and glass, rinse well with clean water immediately. 

6. Please mix ACRON A and ARCRON B every use because when time passes after mixing  

ACRON A and ARCRON B, an effect deteriorates. 

7. Don’t mix anything other than water. 

8. When ACRON AB stuck your skin, rinse well with clean water immediately. 

9. When ACRON AB was in eyes and the mouth accidentally, rinse well with clean water 

immediately (more than 15 minutes). Please talk with a doctor if anxious. 

10. Store ACRON AB in a sealed container, in a cool place(30℃ or below), keep out of the reach of 

children. 

11. Be careful not to spill ACRON AB when pounding from storage container. 

12. Avoid touching the skin as much as possible when using ACRON AB. Wear the eye shield, the 

protective glove, and the apron, etc. when you work. 

13. Please use ACRON AB as early as possible after opening a letter. 

14. For ACRON A is using specification of gas permeable cap, it may leak liquid when it topples it 

over on its side. 

15. Wash your hand and gargle enough after it uses it. 

16. Do not use ACRON AB for any other purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Harmful 
30～40% of Hydrogen Peroxide 
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Properties 

Appearance: ACRON A Clear Liquid   ACRON B Milk white Liquid 
Available Sizes: 4 Liter & 18 Liter 

Storage conditions: Use within one year from when sealed off and stored below 30℃ 

* ACRON AB does not use raw materials containing formaldehyde at all. 

* For improvement of a product, there is a case to change contents without a notice. 

 


